






















Egg, Standard ect. 
Is typically light weight ranging from a 1/2 Lbs. for a ½” nozzle to about 3 ¾ Lbs. 
for a 1” nozzle and is a good choice for “preventative” maintenance lines coupled 
with a skid.







The Ice Cream Cone or the Rocket 

This nozzle is used to “fly” up the line generally cast alum. This nozzle is typically 
light weight and has nozzles at the back at 10 or 11 degrees allowing for maximum 
thrust.













Bomb, Grenade ect,
Ranging in weight from 2 ½ Lbs. to Over 40 Lbs. These styles of tools can be made to climb, jet 

and spray, can put allot of water in the pipe and can drag out large debris. 











Pipe Wolf, Drilling Cutter

Extremely aggressive specialty tool perfect for total blockages 
that are made of organic material. A hardened, tapered head 
with sharp edges utilizes turbine technology and spins 
approximately 10,000 rpms, boring a hole and opening the 
blockage.









High Torque, Low RPM

Hydraulic Root Saw

These tools offer High Torque and low RPM 
and can cut the toughest tap roots. I have 
also learned that they can be an awesome 
proofing tool.

The “Root and Grease Cutter” Assembly is 
capable of developing pressure and torque 
to remove the most difficult stoppages from 
pipes 4" to 20" in diameter. This patent 
pending unique design combines both 
rollers and skids to stabilize and roll the root 
cutter up the pipe with minimal friction. Less 
water is used, more roots are cut, and fewer 
trips are made to the fire hydrant which 
means more productive sewer cleaning.





Bulldozer, Surge ect. These nozzles are great for large diameter pipes. They produce an 

intense and forceful jet pattern resulting in outstanding excavation, traction and transportation of 
material, even under water.



Front push rotor nozzle









High RPM Low Tourqe. 

Chain Cutter, Turbo, Lumber Jack
These heavy-duty cutters use turbine technology in combination 

with fluid mechanics to deliver cutting performance . Roots, 
grease, mineral deposits and protruding taps.



T-Hammer, Jitter Bug, Ect.





Bernoulli principle or Venturi effect 







Spin-Jet



Jet Cam, Nozz Cam ect.

These are amazing tools to have and can give the operartor a quick 
look into the pipe on the spot.
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